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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 5 , Langlands has given a parametrization of the irreducible admissi-
ble representations of real reductive groups in terms of L-groups. But it is
not easy to give a realization of the Langlands classification for a given
group, and Knapp's examples show that it is impossible to realize the
w xclassification of unitary representations by L-packets. In 2 , Adams, Bar-
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basch, and Vogan presented the notation of geometric parameters of
representations, proved a modified formulation of the Langlands classifica-
tion, and induced Arthur packets which are used in Arthur's conjectures.
In this paper, we will calculate all the geometric parameters correspond-
ing to the representations having integral regular infinitesimal characters
w xof the classical groups by the methods in 3, 6 , then determine all the data
to induce those sorts of representations, and get the Langlands classifica-
tion of the classical groups in those cases. In particular, the tempered
representations and the representations described by closed orbits of
geometric parameters, which is essential to determine the Arthur packets,
are specified.
2. EXTENDED GROUPS AND E-GROUPS
We denote the sets of real numbers, complex numbers, rational num-
bers, and integers by R, C, and Z, respectively. Suppose G is a connected
k  .complex reductive algebraic group, G a dual group for G, and C G the
w xbased root datum for G 2, Definition 2.10 . Recall that an extended group
GG for G is determined by invariants
fina, z g Aut C G = Z G .  .  .
w x  .fin2, Corollary 2.16 with Z G for the set of elements of finite order in
 . k .the centralizer of G and Aut C G s Aut C G for the automorphism
 . k Ggroup of C G . An E-group G for G is determined by invariants
fink ka, z g Aut C G = Z G . .  .
w x k G k k  .2, Proposition 4.7 . An E-group G is called an L-group if z s z r s
exp 2p ir, with r half of the sum of the positive coroots for some Cartan
subgroup of kGG. If GG and kGG have the same first invariant a, we say
kGG is an E-group for GG.
w xWrite Diag A , A , . . . , A for the block diagonal matrix1 2 n
A1
A2
. . . 0
An
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and I for the unit matrix of order n. Definen
y1rnX X Xa s det a a , a s Diag I , yI , .p p p p p nyp
b s Diag yI , I , c s Diag I , yI , I , yI ,p 2 p 2nyp.q1 p p nyp p nyp
Yd s Diag I , yI , d s Diag I , yI ,p 2 p 2nyp. p 2 pq1 2nyp.y1
y1r2 nX Y Y X w xd s det d d , d s d Diag y1, I , .p p p nn nn 2 ny1
0 Ika s c s d s .k k k k k k  /yI 0k
THEOREM 2.1. For the complex classical group G, we ha¨e Table I, where
 .G R is the group of real points of G under the real form s attached to the
 .Cartan in¨olution u , c : Aut G ª Aut C G s A as in Proposition 2.11 of
w x kp i r n2 , and v s e :k
x : g ªtgy1 , g g GL n , C . .
w xThe proof is immediate by 4 and direct verification Q.E.D.
It is known that
kSL n , C s PGL n , C , kSO 2n q 1, C s SP n , C , .  .  .  .
kSO 2n , C s SO 2n , C . .  .
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose kGG is an E-group for an extended group GG.
k G G  k .  .G and G ha¨e in¨ariants a, z and a, z , respecti¨ ely. We write
 . k  k . GG a, z ª G a, z for this situation. Choose d g G y G such that
Ad d N G is a quasisplit real form and d 2 s z. Then
 .1 All of the extended groups and E-groups for the classical groups are
A "1, v I ªkA "1, I , B 1, I ªkB 1, " I , .  .  .  .n k n n n
C 1, " I ªkC 1, I , D "1, " I ªkD "1, " I . .  .  .  .n n n n
k  . k  . k  . k  .Here A "1, I , B 1, I , C 1, I , and D "1, I are L-groups.n n n n

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 .2 The equi¨ alent classes of strong real forms of e¨ery extended group
are listed as follows:
y1 w xA 1, v I : a a v d , 0 F p F nr2 , 0 F l F n y 1 , .  4n k p w n r2x l
A y1, v I : v d , v a d if n s 2k , 0 F l F n y 1 , 4 .  .n k l l k k
y1B 1, I : b b d , 0 F p F n , .  4n p wnq1.r2x
y1 w xC 1, " I : "c c d , 0 F p F nr2 .  4n p nn
y1 y1D 1, " I : "d d d , "d d d , . n p w n r2x nn w n r2x
X y1 w x"d d d if n s 2k , 0 F p F nr2 , . 4nn w n r2x
y1X X w xD y1, " I : "d d d , 0 F p F nr2 . .  5n p w n r2x
Here v n s ekp i r n, 0 F k F n y 1.k
This is immediate from Theorem 2.1 and the definitons. Q.E.D.
3. GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
3.1. Geometry on the Flag Manifold
Suppose G is a complex connected semisimple Lie group. The complex
flag manifold of G, B, is the variety of all Borel subgroups of G. Fix a
Borel subgroup B of G, then B , GrB. Let s be a real form of G, and
u  .let u be the corresponding Cartan involution. Write K s G and G R s
Gs for the set of fixed points of G under the action of u and s ,
w x w xrespectively. First we recall some results of 3 and 6 .
 w x x.THEOREM 3.1 see 6 , Corollary of Proposition 2 . There exists a
 .one-to-one correspondence between the G R -orbits and the K-orbits of B:
c : G R ? B ª K ? B , B g B. .
In the correspondence, open orbits correspond to closed orbits and closed ones
to open ones.
Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and let h be a subalgebra of g. Then
there exists a unique analytic subgroup H of G corresponding to h. It is
denoted by H l h. We shall frequently make use of this notation.
Suppose
g R s k R q p R .  .  .
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 .is the Cartan decomposition of g R corresponding to the Cartan involu-
’ .  .tion u . Let g s k R q y 1 p R , G l g . Then G is a maximalu u u u
compact subgroup of G. Let T be a u-stable maximal torus of G withu u
T l t . The complexification t of t is a Cartan subalgebra of g. Letu u u
 .T l t and let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. Let N T be theu
 .normalizer of T in G . Then W s N T rT is the Weyl group andu u u u
operates on t as linear transformations via the adjoint representation for
each w g W. We choose once and for all a representative element v in
 .  .N T , and denote it by v s v w . Now u (w operates on t as a linearu u
 .2transformation. If u (w N t s 1, letu
t "s X g t N u (w X s "X 4 .  .w u
and T " l t ". Then T s Tq? Ty. We define F, F in the following way:w w u w w 0
F s v a N a2 s a , ay1 s u v v , a g Tq , v s v w , .  . 0 0 w
2
u (w s 1, w g W , . 4
’F s F l exp y 1 p R . . .0
 .Two elements of F or F v a and v a are said to be equi¨ alent if and0 1 1
 q y.only if v s v and a ' a mod T l T . The set of these equivalence1 1 w w
 . w x  w x.classes of F or F is denoted by F or F . We shall also denote by0 0
w x  w x.  .F or F the set of representatives in F or F of all the equivalence0 0’w x  w x.  .classes F or F . For any element u g exp y 1 p R there exists an0
2’  .element u g exp y 1 p R such that u s u . There may exist many suchÄ Ä
’elements, but we shall fix one of them and denote it by u . We define
’w x w xF s v a N v a g F .’  40 0
 w x x.  .THEOREM 3.2 see 3 , Theorem 2 . The G R -orbits on B are finite in
w xnumber and can be identified with F canonically. A little more explicitly,’ 0
we ha¨e
w xB s G R ? F ? B.’ . 0
 .2THEOREM 3.3. Suppose w , w , and w belong to W such that u (w s1 2 1
 .2 y1  .u (w s 1 and u (w s w(u (w (w . Then we can choose v s v w2 2 1
 .  . y1  qand v s v w i s 1, 2 such that A s v A v ; here A s a g T Ni i 2 1 1 i w iw x4  .v a g F i s 1, 2 .i i 0
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 .  .Proof. By the assumption we can choose v s v w and v s v w gi i
 .  .  .  y1 . q q y1N T i s 1, 2 such that u v s vu v v and T s vT v . Sou 2 1 w w2 1
 . y1v s u v v v and2 1
u v v s vu v vy1 v .  .2 2 1 2
s v u v v vy1 vvy1u vy1 vU s v u v v vy1 . .  .  . .  . .1 1 1 2 1 1
Suppose a g A ; then v a vy1 g Tq , and1 1 1 w 2
2 y1 y1y1 2 y1 y1v a v s v a v s v u v v v s u v v . .  . .  . .1 1 1 1 2 2
Thus v a vy1 g A , v A vy1 ; A . We can prove A ; v A vy1 in the1 2 1 2 2 1
same way. Q.E.D.
 .  .Next we calculate the dimension of each G R -orbit G R ? g ? B, where
’ w x  .g s v a , v a g F . The isotropy subgroup of G R at g ? B is0
S s x g G R N gxgy1 g B . 4 .
We denote the positive root system of g with respect to T and B by P. Set
 .  .s s Ad v a (s , u s Ad v a (u . Let t be the set of s -fixed elements1 1 1 1
of t. Then t is a real form of t. We define the subsets of positive roots:1
u1  4 u1  4P s a g P N u a - 0 , P s a g P N u a ) 0 .q 1 y 1
The Lie algebra s of S is
s s Ad gy1 n q t , .1 1
where
n s R E q s E q R E y s E .  . 1 a 1 a a 1 a
u u1 1agP agPq q
and E is a root vector of a .a
If t is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra of g ,u
’ ’t s t q y 1 t , t s y 1 tu p p R u
and if we take the order of t such that, for l g t ,R R
’ ’l ) 0 m l N y 1 t ) 0 or l N y 1 t s 0 and l N t ) 0.p p p
 .It is easy to see that w s 1 if and only if the orbit G R ? g ? B,
’ w x’g s v a g F , is open. Its dimension is dim G y dim B.0
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Let t be a Cartan subalgebra of g with the largest noncompact part.
We define an order of t as follows:R
’l g t , l ) 0 m l N t ) 0 or l N t s 0 and l N y 1 t ) 0.R p p k
Suppose
g s t q g , n s g . " a a
agP agP
 .In case of w s 1, n s n l g R , and s s n q t has maximal dimen-1 1 1
sion. Thus the corresponding orbit is closed. Its dimension is
dim k R q rank GrK y rank G . .  .  .
 .THEOREM 3.4. With the abo¨e notation, the dimension of the G R -orbit
 .G R ? g ? B is
2 dim B y dim n . . 1
 .In particular, the dimension of e¨ery open orbit is dim g y dim B . There
 .is one closed G R -orbit on B, and its dimension is
dim k R q rank GrK y rank G . .  .  .
Proof. Everything but the uniqueness of the closed orbit, which follows
w xfrom Wolf 8 , is clear. Q.E.D.
w x.THEOREM 3.5 see 3, Proposition 8 . In order that any u g F is
 .contained in F , it is necessary that u (Ad u is conjugate to u in the adjoint0
group and this condition is sufficient when G coincides with the adjacent theu
adjoint group itself.
Remark. Let G be the adjoint group, g be the Lie algebra of G , andu u u
 .  .  .B X, Y X, Y g g be the Killing form of g . Then B u X, Y is au u
symmetric bilinear form on m , where u is any involutive automorphism. Ifu
two involutions u , u define real simple Lie algebras of the same type,1 2
 .  .then the signatures of B u X, Y and B u X, Y are equal. The converse1 2
is also true except for g of type D .u n
From now on, we set
A1
A2w xI diag A , A , . . . , A s ,1 2 n
??? 0An
1
1 1X s , Y s , /11 0
1
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1 1Z s , Z s ,1 2 /  /y1 y1
w x w xY s Diag Y , Y , . . . , Y , W s I diag 1, 1, . . . , 1 .n n^ ` _ ^ ` _
n n
From Theorems 3.1]3.5 and the remark, we determine the K-orbits on
B for all of the Cartan involutions of the classical groups of type A , B ,n n
  . 4and C as follows. Here by a K-orbit we mean a set Ad k X N k g K forn
some X g g even if K is disconnected.
 .  .  .  4  .I. G s SL n, C or PGL n, C ( SL n, C r v I , G s SU n .k u
Choose
’ w xt s y 1 Diag t , t , . . . , t t s 0, t g R .u 1 2 n i i 5
i
 4The root system of G with respect to t is R s e y e N 1 F i / j F n .i j
Here e y e acts on t as follows:i j
w xe y e Diag t , t , . . . , t s t y t . .  .i j 1 2 n i j
 a 4We choose a set of simple roots as D s a s e y e N 1 F i F n y 1 ,a i i iq1
and write B for the corresponding Borel group. The Wely group W ( Sa n
is the symmetric group of degree n. If
1 2 ??? n
w s i i ??? i s g W .1 2 n ai i ??? i /1 2 n
 4is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n , then
w xw Diag t , t , . . . , t s Diag t , t , . . . , t . .1 2 n i i i1 2 n
 . 1.  w x.  .i u s a 0 F p F nr2 . There are l A , p, 1 K-orbits on B:p n
1. n 1. .  .K ? g ? B, g g A ? of them, K ? g A , p, j ? B, are closed orbits. Thepp c n
1. .unique open K-orbit is K ? g A , p ? B. Hereo n
1. 1. y1 <A s a v v a v v s v w , w g W , 0 F r F p , .  .’ 5p r r , p
n n y 1 ??? n y 2 r q 1 .  . n y 2 rl A , p , 1 s , . n r p y r /2 r !0FrFp
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¡ ’Diag y 1 I , y« , y« , . . . , y« , « ,2 r 1 2 py2 r py2 rq1
x« , . . . , « , « if p s 2k , p ) 2 r ,py2 rq2 ny2 ry1 ny2 r
’Diag y 1 I , « , « , . . . , « , «2 r 1 2 ny2 ry1 ny2 r
if p s 2k , p F 2 r ,~a sr , p ’Diag y 1 I , y« , y« , . . . , y« , « ,2 r 1 2 py2 r py2 rq1
x« , . . . , « , « if p s 2k q 1, p ) 2 r ,py2 rq2 ny2 ry1 ny2 r
’ ’Diag y 1 I , I , y 1 I , « ,py1 2 2 rypy1 1¢ x« , . . . , « , « if p s 2k q 1, p - 2 r ,2 ny2 ry1 ny2 r
where « s "1 and the number of « equal to y1 is p y r.i i
’v s Diag y 1 Y , I ,r r ny2 r
21. ’ ’g A , p s I diag y 1 W , I , y 1 W , .o n p ny2 p p
21. w xg A , p , j s Diag y« , y« , . . . , y« , « , « , . . . , « , .c n 1 2 p pq1 pq2 n
where « s "1 and the number of « equals to y1 is p.i i
 . 2.  . 2.ii u s a . There are l A , n , 2 K-orbits on B: K ? g ? B, g g A .1 n 1 1
2. .  .There are two closed orbits, K ? g A , 1, j ? B j s 1, 2 if n s 2k, andc n
2. .one closed orbit, K ? g A , 1 ? B if n s 2k q 1. The unique open orbit isc n
K ? B. Here
n n y 1 ??? n y 2 r q 1 .  .
l A , n , 2 s q c, . n r2 r !w x0FrF nr2 y1
¡n n y 1 ??? n y 2k q 1 .  .
if n s 2k q 1,k2 k!~c s
2n n y 1 ??? n y 2k q 1 .  .
if n s 2k ,¢ k2 k!
2. 2. y1 < w x’A s a v v a v v s v w , w g W , 0 F r F nr2 , .  . 51 1 r r , n
w xI or Diag yI , I if n s 2k , r s k ,2 ny2a sr , n  I if not,
22. ’ ’g A , 1 s I diag y 1 W , 1, y 1 W , .c n k k
22. ’g A , 1, 1 s y 1 W , .c n n
22. ’ ’g A , 1, 2 s I diag y y 1 W , y 1 W . .c n 2 ny2
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 . 2.  .iii n s 2k, u s a . There are l A , n , 2 K-orbits: K ? g ? B, g g2 n 1
2. 2. .A . K ? g A , 2 ? B is the open orbit, and K ? B the closed orbit. Here2 o n
2k ! .
2. 2. y1 <’l A , n , 2 s , A s a v v v s v w , w g W , .  .  . 5n 2 2 2k2 k!
1 0 0 0 ??? 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 1 0 ??? 0 0 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 0 0 0 0 ??? 0 1 02.g A , 2 s .o n 0 1 0 0 ??? 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 ??? 0 0 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
¢ §
0 0 0 0 ??? 0 0 1
 .  .II. G s SO 2n q 1, C , G s SO 2n q 1 . Chooseu
t s t , t , . . . , t N t g R , 4 .u 1 2 n i
where
w xt , t , . . . , t s Diag t Z , t Z , . . . , t Z . .1 2 n 1 2 2 2 n 2
The root system of G with respect to t is
R s e y e , " e q e , " e N 1 F i / j F n , 1 F j - k F n . . 4i j j k i
Here e acts on t as follows:i
’e t , t , . . . , t s y y 1 t . .i 1 2 n i
Set
D s a b s e y e , a b s e N 1 F i F n y 1 4b i i iq1 n n
for the set of simple roots and write B for the corresponding Borel
 .n   .nsubgroup. The Weyl group is W s S h Z semidirect, while Z isb n 2 2
.  .the direct sum of n cyclic groups of order 2 . Set P s i i ??? i g S and1 2 n n
 .  .n  .A s « , « , . . . , « g Z « s "1 . Then w s PA operates on t as1 2 n 2 i
follows:
w t , t , . . . , t s « t , « t , . . . , « t . .  .1 2 n i i i i i i1 1 2 2 n n
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1. 1. n .  .  .u s b 0 F p F n . There are l B , p, 1 K-orbits: K ? g ? B, g g B . pp n p
1. . 1. .of them, K ? g B , p, j ? B, are closed orbits. K ? g B , p ? B is thec n o n
 .unique open K-orbit. Here l B , p, 1 isn
n n y 1 ??? n y 2 r q 1 .  .
 r2 r !w . x0Frq sq1 r2 Fp
0F2 rqsFn
n y 2 r q sn y 2 r? , /s p y r y s q 1 r2 / .
1. 1. b b , p y1 <B s b v v a v .’p p r , s r , s
=v s v w , w g W , 0 F r y s q 1 r2 F p , .  . 5
sbv s Diag X , . . . , X , Z , . . . , Z , I , y1 , .r , s 1 1 2 ny4 ry2 s^ ` _^ ` _
r s¡ w xDiag I , « I , « I , . . . , « I , 1 if 2 r - p F 2 r q s4 rq2 s 1 2 2 2 ny2 rys 2
or p F 2 r , p s 2k ,
Diag I , Z , Z , I , « I , . . . , « I , 14 k 2 2 4 ryky1.q2 s 1 2 ny2 rys 2
b , p ~ if p s 2k q 1, r ) k ,a sr , s
Diag I , y« I , y« I , . . . , y« I ,4 rq2 s 1 2 2 2 py2 rys 2
« I , « I , . . . , « I , 1py2 rysq1 2 py2 rysq2 2 ny2 rys 2¢ if p ) 2 r q s,
w . xwhere « s "1 and the number of « equal to y1 is p y r y s q 1 r2 .i i
21.g B , p s Diag Z , . . . , Z , I , .o n 1 1 2 nq1y4 p^ ` _
2 p
21. w xg B , p , j s Diag « I , « I , . . . , « I , 1 , .c n 1 2 2 2 n 2
where the number of « s "1 equal to y1 is p.i
 .  .  .III G s SP n, C , G s SP n . Chooseu
 :t s t , t , . . . , t N t g R , 4u 1 2 n i
where
’ ’ ’ :t , t , . . . , t s Diag y 1 t , y 1 t , . . . , y 1 t ,1 2 n 1 2 n
’ ’ ’y y 1 t , y y 1 t , . . . , y y 1 t .1 2 n
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The root system of G with respect to t is
R s "2 e, " e " e ,N 1 F i F n , 1 F j - k F n , 4j k
’ :e t , t , . . . , t s y 1 t .i 1 2 n i
We choose a set of simple roots as
D s a c s e y e , a c s 2 e N 1 F i F n y 1 4c i i iq1 n n
and write B for the corresponding Borel subgroup. The Weyl group is
n
W s S h Z ( W , .c n 2 b
 :  :w t , t , . . . , t s « t , « t , . . . , « t1 2 n i i i i i i1 1 2 2 n n
 .  .  .nfor w s PA, P s i i ??? i g S , A s « , « , . . . , « g Z .1 2 n n 1 2 n 2
 . 1.  w x.  .i u s c 0 F p F nr2 . There are l C , p, 1 K-orbits: K ? g ? B,p n
1. n 1. .  .g g C . of them, K ? g C , p, j ? B. Herepp c n
n! n y 2 r y 2 sl C , p , 1 s , . n r p y r y s /r !2 2 s ! n y 2 r y 2 s ! .  .0FrqsFp
1. 1. c c , p y1C s c v v a v N v s v w , w g W , 0 F r q s F p , .  .’ 5p p r , 2 s r , 2 s
Y¡ ¦r
O I2 s 2 s
Iny2 sy2 rcv s .r , 2 s Yr
yI O2 s 2 s¢ §Iny2 ry2 s
c, p w X X xIf p is even or p is odd but p G 2 r, a s Diag a , a :r , 2 s r , 2 s r , 2 s
¡Diag I , y« , y« , . . . , y« ,2 rq2 s 1 2 py2 ry2 s
x« , « , . . . , « if p ) 2 r q 2 s,X py2 ry2 sq1 py2 ry2 sq2 ny2 ry2 s~a sr , 2 s w xDiag I , « , « , . . . , « if 2 r F p F 2 r q 2 s2 rq2 s 1 2 ny2 ry2 s¢ or p - 2 r , p s 2k .
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c, p w X Y xIf p is odd and p - 2 r, a s Diag a , a :r , 2 s r , 2 s r , 2 s
X ’a s Diag I , y 1 I , I , « , « , . . . , « ,r , 2 s py1 2 2 rq2 sypy1 1 2 ny2 ry2 s
Y ’a s Diag I , y y 1 I , I , « , « , . . . , « .r , 2 s py1 2 2 rq2 sypy1 1 2 ny2 ry2 s
Here « s "1 and the number of « equal to y1 is p y r y s.i i
21. w xg C , p , j s Diag g , g , .c n
w xg s Diag y« , y« , . . . , y« , « , « , . . . , « ,1 2 p pq1 pq2 n
where the number of « equal to y1 is p.i
O I¡ ¦p p
Inyp21. ~ ¥g C , p s . .o n yI Op p¢ §Inyp
 . 1.  . 1.ii u s c . There are l C , n, 1 K-orbits on B: K ? g ? B, g g C .n n n
n 1. .And 2 of them, K ? g C , n, j ? B, are closed K-orbits. The unique openc n
K-orbit is K ? B. Here
n!2 s
l C , n , 1 s , . n rr !2 s! n y 2 r y s ! .0F2 rqsFn
1. 1. c c , n y1’C s c v v a v N v s v w , w g W , 0 F 2 r q s F n , .  . 5n n r , s r , s c
c , n ’ ’a s Diag I , y 1 « , . . . , y 1 « , I , I ,r , s 2 r 1 s ny2 rys 2 r
’ ’y y 1 « , . . . , y y 1 « , I ,1 s ny2 rys
Y¡ ¦r
O Is s
Inysy2 rcv s ,r , s Yr
yI Os s¢ §Iny2 rys
21.g C , n , j .c n
’ ’w x w xs I diag y 1 Diag « , « , . . . , « , y 1 Diag « , « , . . . , « .1 2 n 1 2 n
Here « s "1.i
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Since the proof is fairly similar for all the cases, we shall give the details
 .only in the case G s SO 2n q 1, C .
 .Proof for G s SO 2n q 1, C : Since
n 1.t s t , t , . . . , t N t g R , W s S = Z , u s b 0 F p F n . 4 .  .  .u 1 2 n i n 2 p
We have u N t s 1 and u (w s w for w g W . One can choose a repre-u b
w xsentative in each conjugacy class of elements of order two in W from 7b
and get the set
 4W s w s P A N 0 F 2 r q s F n ,0 r , s r s
where
P s 12 34 ??? 2 r y 1, 2 r , .  .  .r
A s 1, . . . , 1 , y1, . . . , y1 , 1, . . . , 1 . /s ^ ` _^ ` _
2 r s
For w g W , the number of conjugate elements of w in W isr , s 0 r , s
n n y 1 ??? n y 2 r q 1 .  . n y 2 ra w s . .r , s r  /s2 r !
b  .  .Choose v s v w g N T as II. Thenr , s r , s u
w xDiag I , yI , I if p s 2k q 1, r ) k ,4 k 4 2 ny4 ky3a s u v v s .0 r , s r , s  I if not,
tq s t , t , t , t , . . . , t , t , 0, . . . , 0 , t , t , . . . , t N t g R , 5 /w 1 1 2 2 r r 2 rqsq1 2 rqsq2 n i^ ` _
s
ty s t , yt , t , yt , . . . , t , yt , t , t , . . . , t , w 1 1 2 2 r r 2 rq1 2 rq2 2 rqs
0, . . . , 0 N t g R ,5/ i^ ` _
n y 2 r y s
qT s Diag a t , a t , a t , a t , . . . , a t ,  .  .  .  .  .w 1 1 2 2 r
a t , I , a t , a t , . . . , a t , 1 ,4 .  .  .  .r 2 s 2 rqsq1 2 rqsq2 n
yT s Diag a t , a yt , a t , a yt , . . . , a t ,  .  .  .  .  .w 1 1 2 2 r
a yt , a t , a t , . . . , a t , I ,4 .  .  .  .r 2 rq1 2 rq2 2 rqs 2 ny4 ry2 sq1
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where
cos t sin t
a t s , .  /ysin t cos t
Ãq q 2 y1T s a g T N a s a 4w w 0
¡Diag "I , . . . , " I , " Z , Z , "I , . . . , " I , I , .4 4 2 2 4 4 2 s^ ` _ ^ ` _
k r y k y 1
"I , . . . , " I , 1 , p s 2k q 1, and r ) k ,2 2^ ` _~s n y 2 r y s
Diag "I , . . . , " I , I , "I , . . . , " I n y 2 r y s , 1 ,4 4 2 s 2 2^ ` _ ^ ` _
r¢
otherwise.
Ãq yThe set of elements of T which are not congruent modulo T to eachw w
other is
¡Diag I , Z , Z , I , "I , . . . , " I , 14 k 2 2 4 ryky1.q2 s 2 2^ ` _
n y 2 r q s~ if p s 2k q 1, r ) k ,ÃT s0
Diag I , "I , . . . , " I , 1 if not.¢ 4 rq2 s 2 2^ ` _
n y 2 r q s
b Ã’  .We must make sure that v a lies in exp y 1 p R for a g T . From ther , s 0
 .knowledge of quadratic forms, we know that B Ad g X, Y and1
 .B Ad g X, Y have the same signature iff the Jordan canonical forms of2
g and g have the same number of diagonal elements equal to y1, where1 2
b ’ .  . wg , g g SO 2n q 1 . Therefore v a g exp y 1 p R iff 0 F r q s q1 2 r , s
. x b, p1 r2 F p and a s a as II shows because of Theorem 3.5 and ther , s
remark after it.
Since t is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra, the closed K-orbits on Bu
n .correspond to w s 1, and the number of them is . For the uniquep0, 0
 .open K-orbit, the corresponding dim n theorem 3.4 should be the1
w xmaximal. Suppose p F nr2 . Then, for w s A g W ,0, 2 p 2 p b
P u1 s e y e , e q e , e N 1 F i F 2 p , i - j F n , 1 F k F 2 p . 4q i j i j k
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 .It is easy to see that dim n s 4 p n y p . By comparing the dimensions1
and ranks in theorem 3.4, we know the corresponding K-orbit is open.
Q.E.D.
3.2. Geometric Parameters and Langlands Parameters
 .  .  .Suppose G s SL n, C , SO 2n q 1, C , or SP n, C . Choose a Cartan
subgroup T s T , T , or T as follows:a b c
w xT s Diag t , t , . . . , t N P t s 1 ; SL n , C , 4  .a 1 2 n i i
w xT s Diag a , a , . . . , a , 1 N a g SO 2, C ; SO 2n q 1, C , 4 .  .b 1 2 n i
y1 y1 y1 =T s Diag t , t , . . . , t , t , t , . . . , t N t g C ; SP n , C . . 4c 1 2 n 1 2 n i
We get the Weyl groups W , W , and W . Choose a regular dominanta b c
qq .coweight set P# G of G for some positive root system of G with respect
to T as follows:
n l1qqP# A s q l y d l E N l g Z, . n i i1 i i i i  /nis1
n
l s 0, 0 ) l ) l ) ??? ) l , i 2 3 n 5
is1
n
qq ’P# B s y 1 l E y E N .  .n i 2 iy1, 2 i 2 i , 2 iy1
is1
l g Z, l ) l ) ??? ) l ) 0 ,i 1 2 n 5
n l1qqP# C s q l y d l E y E N .  .n i i1 i i i nqi , nqi  /2is1
l1
l g Z, q l ) 0 ) l ) l ) ??? ) l .i n 2 3 n 5n
Here E is the square matrix with entry 1 where the ith row and jthi j
column meet, all other entries being 0.
k G G k G .Let G be an E-group for an extended group G . Write F G for
the set of equivalence class of Langlands parameters. Adams, Barbasch,
w x Gand Vogan 2 defined the set of geometric parameters for G as
X kGG s X O, kGG , .  .D
O
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k k  k G .with O the semisimple G-orbits in g. X O, G has a smooth complex
algebraic variety structure in a natural way. The set of kG-orbits on
k G . k G . w xX G is exactly F G 2, Proposition 6.17 , the set of equivalence
classes of Langlands parameters.
qqk . kChoose l g P# G . We get an integral regular semisimple G-orbit
kG ? l of kg. All integral regular semisimple orbits of kg form
O skG ? l N l g P#qq kG . . 4
k k  qq.  .  .THEOREM 3.6. Suppose O s G ? l ; g l g P# . Then e O s e l
k  k .is independent of l g O. For the E-group G a, z in Theorem 2.2, the set
k  k G .  k G .of G-orbits of X O, G , that is, the set F O, G of Langlands parame-
ters, is gi¨ en in Table II, where kd gkGG ykG is such that Adkd is
principal and
kd 2 skzkz r . .
In particular, Table III gi¨ es the closed orbits and the open orbit of the
geometric parameters.
k  .Proof. We give the proof only for B 1, I . In this case,n
kG s SP n , C , kg s sp n , C ; l g P#qq C , O skG ? l. .  .  .n
 .  .Set L s F l ; O for the canonical flat through l. Then P L s B,
k  . k k  .  . kG l s G, and B 1, I is generated by SP n, C and d , subject ton
 . k 2a d s I.
 .  k . k . y1 kb g d g d s g c g c for g , g g G.1 2 1 nn 2 nn 1 2
 . k .If e O s I g Z G ,
2k k k ky1I O s g d N g g SP n , C , g d s I s g d g N g g G , .  .  4 . 5
TABLE II
The Geometric Parameters
k kG G G .  .G G e O F O, G
k ky1 y1 1. .  .  . w xA 1, v I A 1, I I g a a d g, l , 0 F p F nr2 , g g An k n p w n r2x p
k ky1 2. .  .  .A y1, v I A y1, I I g d g, l , g g An k n 1
ky1 2. .  .g a d g, l n s 2k , g g Ak k 2
k y1k 1. .  .  .B 1, I B 1, I yI g d g, l , g g Cn n n
k ky1 y1 1. .  . w xB 1, yI I g c c d g, l , 0 F p F nr2 , g g Cn p n n p
ky1 1. .g d g, l , g g Cn
ky1 y1 1. . w xyI g c c d g, l , 0 F p F nr2 , g g Cp n n p
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k  .there is only one G-orbit on I O , and
X O, kGG skG = k kGrB. . K  d .
k . kHere K d is the set of fixed points of G under the conjugate action of
k w x  k G . kd . Proposition 6.17 of 2 shows that X O, G consists of the G-orbits
kG ? kd , F Ad gl , g g C 1. . . . n
 . k .If e O s yI g Z G ,
I O s gc cy1kd gy1 N g gkG , .  4D r nn
w x0FrF nr2
X O,kGG s kG = kGrB, . D K r
w x0-r- nr2
 y1k . k  k G .where K s K c c d . Therefore, the G-orbits of X O, G , that is,r r nn
 k G .F O, G , have the forms as in Tables II and III. Q.E.D.
4. COMPLETE LANGLANDS PARAMETERS AND
LANGLANDS CLASSIFICATION
Suppose kGG is an E-group for an extended group GG. We have the
can G w xcanonical covering G of G with respect to G 2, Definition 10.6 . It is
 .can k .uZ , fin w xknown that p G ( Z G 2, Lemma 10.2 . Here u is the1 Z
k . k k Gautomorphism of Z G induced by the conjugation of any d g G y
kG. Write
P z GG s P z GrR .  .
for the set of infinitesimal equivalence classes of irreducible canonical
projective representations of the strong real forms of GG of type Z g
k .uZ , fin w xZ G 2, Definition 10.3 .
k G  .Recall that a complete Langlands parameter for G is a pair f, t with
t an irreducible representation of the universal component group Aloc, algf
for a Langlands parameter f. Two such parameters are called equi¨ alent if
they are conjugate under the obvious action of kGalg. We write
J
kGG s J s GrR . .
for the set of equivalence classes of complete Langlands parameters. Here
k . k Gz g Z G is the second invariant of G .
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w x k GTHEOREM 4.1. 2, Theorem 10.4 . Suppose G is an E-group for an
extended group GG. Write z for the second in¨ariant of the E-group. Then there
s . z .is a natural bijection p between J GrR and P GrR .
  .  .. s .Suppose p j , d j is the image of j g J GrR under the bijection
 .p in the theorem. Let M j be the standard representation with the
 . z .Langlands quotient p j , and K P GrR the free Z-module with the
z .base P GrR . Then
M j s m h , j p h .  .  . r
z .hgJ GrR
z .  .in K P GrR , where 0 F m h, j g Z. Fix an equivalence class f gr
z .F GrR of Langlands parameters. The L-packet of f is
z Ãloc, algP s p j ,d j N j s f , p , t g A . .  .  . . 5f f
Here z is the second invariant of kGG. The open and closed kG-orbits on
k G .X G have special meanings.
 w x  .THEOREM 4.2. see 2 , Proposition 1.11, 22.9, 7.11 , and Corollary
. z .15.13. . Let f, f9 g F GrR be two Langlands parameters, and s , s ;f f 9
k G . kX G the corresponding G-orbits. Then
 . k G .a f is tempered if and only if s is open in X G . In this casef
M j s m h , j p h .  .  . r
z .p h gPf
 . z  k G . wfor any p j g P . If s , s belong to the same X O, G 5, Propositionf f f 9 j
x  . z  . z  .6.24 , there exist p j g P and p h g P such that p j is a composi-f f 9
 .tion factor of M h .
 .  .  .b If s is closed, p j cannot be a composition factor of M h forf
 . z  . zany p j g P and p h f P .f f
In the sense of the theorem, we can say tempered representations are
k k G .``small'' and representations described by closed G-orbits on X G are
``large.'' ``Small'' representations must be unitary.
For the Langlands parameters in Tables II and III, we want to find all
the corresponding complete Langlands parameters and specifically give the
bijection in Theorem 4.1.
w xLEMMA 4.1 1, Theorem 5.8 . Suppose T is an algebraic torus defined o¨er
 .canR. Then e¨ery projecti¨ e character p of T R of type z s exp 2p ij
 .  .j g t* is determined by a pair l, g satisfying certain conditions, defined
as follows:
l s dp g t*, g g j q X* T . .
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w xLEMMA 4.2 1, Theorem 5.11 . Suppose T is an algebraic torus defined
o¨er R, and kT G is an E-group with the second in¨ariant z for T. Then there
z  ..is a natural bijection q from the set F T R of conjugacy classes of
k G z  ..Langlands parameters for T onto the set P T R of projecti¨ e characters
 . k k G k k 2of T R of type z. Suppose d g T y T with d s z. If
f s y , l g kT G ykT =kt .  .
w x k  kis a Langlands parameter 2, Proposition 5.6 with y s exp p it d t g t (
. k  .  .t* . Set u s Ad d N t , and g s l y t q ut r2. Then q f correspond to
 .  .  . .l, g . We denote q f by T R l, t .
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose kGG is an E-group for an extended group GG in
 . k GTheorem 2.2 and f s y, l a Langlands parameter in Table II for G .
Here
k ky1 y1’y s g d g , g s Ad d v v a v . . 0 0
 .  .   . .y2for some v s v w , v s v w , and a s u v v . Then0 0 0 0 0
dT s g gkG N Ad g l s l . 4
is a Cartan subgroup, the centralizer of the image of f in kG is kG sf
vdT vy1, and the uni¨ ersal component group of kGG for f isw 0
Aloc, alg (dT alg,kGr dT alg,kG . /f w w0 0 0
Here dT is the set of fixed points of dT for u s wy1 (Adkd .w y 00
The proof is immediate by Section 3. Q.E.D.
Below we will determine all Langlands packets P for Langlandsf
parameters f in Table II. If s is a map from a set S to itself, write Ss for
the set of fixed points of s .
G  . k G k  .1. G s A 1, v I , G s A 1, I .n i n
ky1 y1 1. y1 1.f s g a a d g , l , g s a v v a v g A , .’ /p w n r2x p r r , p p
w x0 F r F p F nr2 .
Recall that a based Cartan subgroup of GG is a quadruple
T G s T G , W T G , Rq , Rq , . .iR R
and that a based Cartan subgroup of GG is a quadruple
dT G q dT G , S dT G ,dRq , dRq . .iF R
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w x2, Definitions 1.35 and 13.7 . It is easy to see that
d G  4 y1k w w rwy1 yw w rwy1T s T r v I , g d g , D , D .a k a a
is a based Cartan subgroup of kGG. Set
T G s T , vv a dvy1 , Dyw w rwy1 , Dw w rwy1 .a r r , n a a
for a based Cartan subgroup of GG. Then the natural isomorphism
k  4 G d G d G GT ( T r v I is pairing between T and T . T is an L-group for T ,a a k
and f is a Langlands parameter for dT G. In the setting of Lemma 4.2, we
have t s a ay1 s exp p it a, p. Heref p w n r2x r
w x w x w xnr2 y p nr2 y p q n nr2 y p
a , pt s Diag I , I , I .r p w n r2xyp nyw n r2xn n n
y1w w jwrT R s T , j: g ª g g g G , 1 .  .  .f a
p s T w w r jwy1 l, t a , p . 2 . .f a r
Next, we determine the universal component group Aloc, alg. Sincef
1 1kd alg, GT s T , X* T ( z y z , . . . , z y z N z g Z , .  a a 1 i n i i 5 /n ni i
X# T ( SZ, Ad gy1kd g N X# t s ww wy1 .  . .a a r
w xby Propositions 9.8 and 9.10 of 6 , we have
Ãloc, algA ( 0f
and the strong real form corresponding to f of GG is
d 1. v s vv a dvy1 ; . r r , n
L d 1. v , f s d 1. v , T R l, t a , p , Rq, Rq .  .  .  . .  .f r R iR
G w x w xis a final G-limit character of T 2, Definition 12.1 . By 5 , there is a
  1. . ..  1. . .standard limit representation M L d v , f attached to L d v , f .
  1. . ..The Langlands quotient p L d v , f is an irreducible representation
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 1. ..of G R, d v , and the Langlands packet of f is
P I s d 1. v , p L d 1. v , f . .  . 4 . .f
G  . k G k  .2. G s A y1, v I , G s A y1, I .n k n
1 .
y1 k 2. y1 2. w x’f s g d g , l , g s a v v a v g A , 0 F r F nr2 , . . 1 r r , n 1
d G  4 y1k yw w rwy1 w w rwy1T s T r v I , g d g , D , D , 3 . .a k a a
T G s T , vv a dvy1 , Dw w rwy1 , Dyw w rwy1 , 4 . /a r r , w n r2x a a
t s I , t s 0, T R s T w w r a12. jwy1 , 5 .  .ff f a
ny2 ry1loc, algÃA ( Z m Z , 6 .  .f 2 n
d s d a v N 0 F k F n y 1, 1 F l F 2 ny2 ry1 , 7 4  .  . 4f k , r , l
a  .where d v has the formk , r , l
w x y1v Diag I , « , « , . . . , « v v a dv .2 r 1 2 ny2 r n , k r r , w n r2x
Here « s "1, the number of « equal to y1 is even, andi i
kp i r n kp i r n kyk r n.p iv s Diag e , . . . , e , e .n , k ^ ` _
n y 1
ky1 2. y1 2. .  . ’2 If n s 2k, f s g a d g, l , g s a v v g A . .k k 2 2
k y 1’ ’w x  .Set v s I diag y 1 I , y 1 I . Then Ad d w s v , k . k k  k .  k .k y1 k  k y1.vv dv is in the conjugacy classes of d . And Ad vv dv hask . k .
 y1 k .  4the same action as Ad g a d g on T r v I . Sok k a k
d G  4 k y1 w a22.wy1 yw a22. y1T s T r v I vv dv , D , d w , 8 . /a i k . a a
t s v a vy1vy1 s exp p it a , n v , 9 .  .f k k k .
a , n w x y1t v s v Diag 3I r2, I r2 v . 10 .  .k k
We want to find a g 9 g GG y G such that
Ad g 9 N X* T s Ad gy1a kd g N X* T .  .a k k a
and g 9 is in the G-conjugacy class of d . Since a is an element of thek k
 .compact real form SU n of G, Ad d corresponding to the Cartan involu-
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tion a1., andk
Ad d a s a1. a s ay1 , .  .k k k k k k k
v a dvy1 is the g 9 required. Sok k
T G s T , v a dvy1 , Dyw a22.wy1 , Dw a22.wy1 , 11 . .a k k a a
w a2.2 jw
y1 Ãloc, algT R s T , A ( 0, 12 .  .f a f
d s d 2. v s v a dvy1 . 13 4  .  . 4f k k
G  . k G k  .3. G s B 1, I , G s B 1, I .n n
ky1 1. c c , n y1 1.’1 f s g d g , l , g s c v v a v g C , .  . . n r , s r , s n
0 F 2 r q s F n.
dT G s T , gy1kd g , Dw w r , s cn1.wy1 , Dyw w r , s cn1.wy1 . .c c c
 .  .Write f v s v w when w g W ( W is regarded as an element of W ,c b b
and
¡Diag yW , . . . , yW , I , yW , . . . , yW ,4 4 4 4 4^ ` _ ^ ` _
k r y k y 1
n q 1
b , ) ~ I , Z , . . . , Z , 1 , s 2k q 1, r ) k ,v s 2 s 1 1r , s 2^ ` _
n y 2 r y 1
Diag yW , . . . , yW , I , otherwise.4 4 2 nq1y4 r¢ ^ ` _
r
G <  . y1kWe want to find a g 9 g G y G such that Ad g 9 X* T s Ad g d g Nb
 . b, )X* T and g 9 is in the G-conjugacy class of d . Since v is an elementb r , s
 .of the compact real form SO 2n q 1 of G, Ad d corresponding to the
1.  b, ) . 1.  b, ) .Cartan involution b , and Ad d v s b v swnq1.r2x r , s wnq1.r2x r , s
 b, ) .y1  . b, )  .y1v , j v v d f v is the g 9 required. Sor , s r , s
y1 y1 y1G b , ) yw w w w w w w wr , s 0 , n r , s 0 , nT s T , f v v d f v , D , D . .  . .b r , s b b
T R s T w w r , sw 0 ,n b1.wnq1.r2xwy1 ( j, 14 .  .f b
k ny2 rysd alg, G loc, algÃT s T , A ( Z , 15 .  .c f 2
d s d b , n v N 1 F l F 2 ny2 rys . 16 4  .  . 4f r , s , l
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b, n  .Here d v has the formr , s, l
y1b , )w xf v Diag I , « I , « , « I , . . . , « I , 1 v d f v .  .4 rq2 s 1 2 2 2 2 ny2 rys 2 r , s
= « s "1 . .t
 .  y1 y1k .2 f s g c c d g, l , wherep nn
1. c c , p y1 1. w xg s c v v a v g C , 0 F r q s F p F nr2 . .’ p r , 2 s r , 2 s p
k G k <  y1We want to find a g 0 g G y G such that Ad g 0 T s Ad g cc p
y1k . k kc d g N T and g 0 is in the G-conjugacy class of d . Setnn c
’O y 1 Y2 r r
I O2 s 2 s
’O y 1 Ic , ) ny2 sy2 r ny2 ry2 sv s ,r , 2 s ’y 1 Y Or 2 r
O I2 s 2 s 0
’y 1 I Ony2 ry2 s ny2 ry2 s
where ac, ) isr , 2 s
¡ ’ ’ ’Diag y 1 I , yI , y 1 I , y y 1 I ,2 r 2 s py2 ry2 s nyp
’ ’ ’y y 1 I , yI , y y 1 I , y 1 I , p ) 2 r q 2 s,2 r 2 s py2 ry2 s nyp
’ ’Diag y 1 I , yI , I , y y 1 I ,2 r py2 r 2 rq2 syp ny2 ry2 s~
’ ’y y 1 I , yI , I , y 1 I , 2 r - p F 2 r q 2 s,2 r py2 r 2 rq2 syp ny2 ry2 s
’ ’ ’Diag y 1 I , y y 1 I , I , y y 1 I ,p 2 ryp 2 s ny2 ry2 s
¢ ’ ’ ’y y 1 I , y 1 I , I , y 1 I , p F 2 r .p 2 ryp 2 s ny2 ry2 s
Since
y1k c , ) c , )Ad d v s v , .  .r , 2 s r , 2 s
vv c, )kdvy1 is the g 0 required. Sor , 2 s
dT G s T , vv c , )kdvy1 , Dw w r , 2 swy1 . .c r , 2 s c
 . k  . 1.  .Since Ad d N X* T s Ad d N X* T s yb N X* T , and Ad db b wnq1.r2x b
corresponds to b1. ,wnq1.r2x
y1 y1 y1G b b , wnq1.r2x w w w yw w wr , 2 s r , sT s T , f v v a d f v , D , D , .  . .b r , 2 s r , 2 s b b
y1 y1 y1 y1c , p c y1 c , ) y1 c , p c , ) y1t s v a v c c v v s v a a v . .  .  .  .f r , 2 s r , 2 s p nn r , 2 s r , 2 s r , 2 s
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c, p . c, p .We can choose t v g t such that t s exp p it v :r , 2 s b f r , 2 s
1. y1 2 sw w b jw loc, algr , 2 s wnq1.r2x ÃT R s T , A ( Z , 17 .  .  .f b f 2
d s d b , p v N 1 F l F 22 s . 18 4  .  . 4f r , s , l
b, p  .Here d v has the formr , s, l
y1b b , wnq1.r2xw xf v Diag I , « I , « I , . . . , « I , I v a d f v .  .4 r 1 2 2 2 2 s 2 2 nq1y4 ry4 s r , 2 s r , 2 s
and « s "1.k
G  . k G k  .4. G s C 1, " I , G s C 1, I .n n
ky1 y1 1. b b , p y1 1.f s g b b d g , l , g s b v v a v g B , 19 .  .’ /p wnq1.r2x p r , s r , s p
0 F r q s q 1 r2 F p F n and 0 F 2 r q s F n , 20 .  . .
dT G s T , gy1kd g , Dw w r , swy1 , Dyw w r , swy1 , 21 . .b b b
y1 y1 y1G y1 c c , n y1 yw w w w w wr , s r , cT s T , f v v a d f v , D , D , 22 .  .  . .c r , s r , s c c
t s b by1 s exp p it , 23 .f p wnq1.r2x p
bt s Diag O , I , O , 24 .p 2 p 2wnq1.r2xyp. 2 nq1y2wnq1.r2x
T R s T w w r , s cn1. jwy1 , 25 .  .f
sq1loc, algÃA ( Z , 26 .  .f 2
d s d c v N 1 F l F 2 sq1 . 27 4  .  . 4f r , s , l
c  .Here d v has the formr , s, l
y1y1 c c , n y1f v A ? Bv a d f v , .  .r , s r , s
w xwhere B s Diag I , « , . . . , « , I , I , « , . . . , « , I , and « s2 r 1 s ny2 rys 2 r 1 s ny2 sys k
w x"1, 1 F k F s, A s I or A s Diag iI , yiI .n n
So we have proved
k  k . k k .THEOREM 4.3. Let G a, z , G ? d be an E-group for an extended
 G . k Ggroup G , G ? d in Theorem 2.2, and f a Langlands parameter of G in
qqk .Table II, where l g P# G . Then there are finitely many final G-limit
 .4 Gcharacters d , L of G . Specifically,f f
L s T R l, t , Rq , Rq , .  . .ff f iR R
 . q qwith d , T R , t , R , and R as listed in Table IV. The Langlands packetf f f R iR
of f is
P k
z s d , p d , L . . . 5f f f f



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The authors are very grateful to Professor D. Vogan for his helpful corrections of some
mistakes in the paper.
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